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“The Testing Place” was an altogether kitschier, messier take 
on the themes that have dominated Ben Schumacher’s prac-
tice so far. In his previous work, the Canadian mixed-media 
sculptor (*1985) lampooned the brutal organisation of space 
in the modern workplace by repurposing eerily bland house-
hold appliances (payphones, radios, smoke-alarms), consum-
er goods and industrial glass plates. This exhibition featured 
a more chaotic mixture of works, with sculptures made from 
plastic kitchens and lime wood, oil and ballpoint drawings, 
and marginally more conventional works with UV prints on 
oil on canvas. If the show had a defining theme, it was that 
our chaotic age of online instant gratification and petulant 
man-child presidents has no defining theme and cannot “hu-
manise” us the way we are told democratic politics should. 
Two miniature plastic kitchens (The Man Child and Franco Pol-
ish Black Jeans Probierstube Club; all works cited 2017) are unu-
sual parodies of chic interior design. Their compact size is a 
bleak reminder of rising rents and smaller living spaces, and 
their pointed tackiness is a funny inversion of the luxury 
Scandinavian furniture you gaze at longingly online. The Man 
Child, in which a clump of unwashed dishes contrasts with 
ornately carved cheap plastic fittings, recasts the domestic 
sphere as a make-believe world of toys.
On the wall nearby is the drawing Agrarian Land Reform for the 

Plebs, depicting grim-faced farm workers gurning over a clue-
less pig, satirising the mass-produced prints landlords love to 
fill their properties with. This and the seven other drawings 
show scenes of medieval-looking agricultural life that thank-
fully none of us were ever alive to see – a worried-looking 
man has unpassionate sex with someone with a poorly etched 
backstreet tattoo of a butterfly on their back ((Confessions of a 
Shit Addict)), while the Russian empress Catherine the Great 
stares at the viewer surrounded by cuddly toys (The Early Am-
bition of Princess Sophie Auguste Friederike). Reason Against Thom-
as Becket shows us the assassinated twelfth-century English 
archbishop accompanied by a figure – a personification of 
reason? – whose face looks like it has been imprinted with a 
waffle iron. 
The paintings are eclectic nods to obscure forms of online 
political and music culture. The title Pilsator for NRx? refers to 
a Berlin brewery known for its cheap beer and the “neoreac-
tionary” politics that surfed into the mainstream on the wave 
of Trumpmania, while the awkward overlapping forms of 
Hüttenkäse, Chicago Vienna Acid could be a post-painterly refer-
ence to “vaporwave” (a music microgenre that mashes lounge 
music into a cyberpunk aesthetic). 
Perhaps “The Testing Place” tries to come to terms with the 
current political climate by ramping up the sense of weird-
ness without abandoning conventional techniques in find-
ing, sculpting, or painting things. The double-bind of the 
show is that the parts don’t add up to a whole but they’re 
confusing by themselves. If this is a test, it’s one where – de-
liberately? – both tester and testee cannot but fail.
Max L. Feldman 
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